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The National Association of Women’s Organizations
in Uganda -NAWOU is an umbrella organization of
women-founded and women-led organizations.
Its membership is composed of District networks,
which are clusters of women’s Community Based
Organizations (CBOs), Faith Based Organizations
(FBOs), NGOs, National NGOs, and women’s
professional bodies.
Vision:
“A society where women are collectively and

individually self-reliant and free from injustice”.
Mission:

“To promote the growth of a strong women’s
movement in Uganda that advocates for the rights of
women and enhances their social-cultural, economic
and political status”.
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ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT
PROGRAMME

The programme consists of the Women
Economic Justice (WEJ) project in Luweero
funded by FOKUS and NAWOU Handmade, the
organization’s social enterprise.

WEJ Project Snapshot
Areas where
income is spent
Major sources of
income for women
spent
• Beans

• Hand crafts

• Piggery

• Briquettes

• School fees
• Feeding children
• Clothing
• Land
• health
• Housing

• Passion fruit 		 • Mushrooms
production
• Dried fruit
• Liquid soap
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Common
challenges faced
• Lack of land
• Illiteracy
• No access to credit
• Low price of products
produced
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A Guaranteed Market With NAWOU
For My Crafts Has Given Me Stability
Joyce Nakazzi,
a 44 year old
mother
of
three
from
Kazinga,
has
become
the
defacto leader
of her women’s
weaving group.
On Thursdays
each week, she
travels
from
Nakazzi talks about her
Kazinga to the
achievements with pride.
NAWOU offices in
Old Kampala to deliver an order of colourful and
expertly woven baskets. Sometimes they are so
many that she has to hire a small truck to transport
them.

would not allow herself to simply complain about
her misfortune but do something about it.

Basket weaving is a craft not uncommon among
many women in Uganda. However the skill level,
intricate design patterns and colours that NAWOU’s
clients demand may send a weaker woman over the
edge—certainly not Nakazzi or members of Kazinga
women’s group. Nakazzi picked up the skills from
her mother who she helped over the weekends as
a child. Like her mother before her, she is a single
parent. Many women in her group are also the
sole bread winners of their families, their spouses
having deserted them. Nakazzi decided that she

Nakazzi has been involved with NAWOU since 2002.
Before that, she supplied her baskets to a number
of vendors, many of them at the National Theatre-a
hub for selling handmade Ugandan crafts. Although
her baskets were well made, it was difficult for her
to find a steady market. Sometimes she would sell
2 or 3 out of the many she had carried with her. To
sell more baskets from her collection, she had to
become street smart. She enlisted the help of her
young son to help her move the goods along. This
way, the vendors bought from both of them.

Basket weaving is no walk in the park. The
preparation process of raw materials itself is
time consuming and tiring. Nakazzi is in charge of
ensuring group members reproduce the sample
basket design and colours to the client’s satisfaction.
The most complex thing to replicate is the exact
colour specification that a client wants given that a
simple blue colour can exist on a spectrum like sky
blue, navy blue, cobalt blue, etc. Nakazzi sometimes
confers with the other women to discuss what dyes
they could mix to come up with the right colour.
She then dyes the entire batch of sisal the group
members will use to ensure uniformity. To achieve
this, she soaks the sisal and then boils it in large
vats full of dye. The process is long and arduous
and typically takes a whole day.

With NAWOU, things changed. Market for Nakazzi
and her group members’ baskets is guaranteed.

Nakazzi puts finishing touches to some
baskets she has made

Nakazzi has used her
income to finish a house
she had already started
building when she joined
NAWOU. She added
windows, doors, and
plastering. She is looking
at using money from her
next order to paint it.

NAWOU: For a stronger women’s movement in Uganda
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NAWOU acts as a link to
connect the women to
high volume buyers who
purchase products in bulk.
This means that the women
create many products in a
market with high demand.
Clients will make an order
going up to the hundreds.
Having received training
from NAWOU on basket
making, Nakazzi and her
colleagues have the task
of making sure the client’s
needs are met, no matter
how difficult the task.
Nakazzi says, “If you have 10
well-made baskets, they will
all be bought. Also the prices
at which our baskets are
bought at NAWOU are more
attractive.” Since she sells
in large volumes, Nakazzi
gets a higher income.
Nakazzi has used her
income to finish a house she
had already started building
when she joined NAWOU.
She
added
windows,
doors, and plastering. She
is looking at using money
from her next order to paint
it. All her children are now
employed. However she will
not rest on her laurels and
burden them with requests
to look after her because
they are also just starting
their lives as responsible
adults.
Her
biggest
challenge
comes during downtime for
orders or when the order is
not as large as anticipated.
Sometimes clients make
take a while to make new
orders. NAWOU is working
to get more clients so that
the women are busy all year
round.
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Selling beans pulls
Lillian out of destitution
For a time, Lillian had no place to stay, no source of
income, food, clothes or any household items. They had
all been taken when her husband walked out on her and
her five children. The children were out of school. Lillian
was destitute, desperate, bitter, and had no hope. She
and the older children did odd jobs like fetching water,
garden work, and hawking foodstuffs to eke out a living.
Eventually she raised enough money to rent a room for
one month, and continued working, making one meal a
day for the children. Lillian was invited to join Katukole
Women’s Group in Katikamu and started making small
weekly savings every Thursday, and getting business
ideas and counselling from the group. She found women
whose stories were worse than hers but had been able
to overcome their challenges and were now financially
independent, something from which she drew strength
and decided to start afresh. Lillian had completely given
up on educating her children, something she thought she
could never do as a single mother.
Soon she was eligible for a small loan of 60,000 shillings,
which she used to buy beans and sell them. She made
90,000 the first time, repaying back the loan, and scalingup the business. She got a bigger loan of 120,000, and
put the smaller two children in school as their school fees
was less, they did not need uniforms urgently, and the
older children were helpful to her in the business. While
in the group she was counseled on making children work
instead of putting them in school. One group member
got her children accepted in a school where she could
pay later if she bought uniforms. Her business continued
growing slowly. After training in improved farming and
value addition, she got beans on loan from 8 farmers,
sorted them into quality bags and sold to two schools,
getting money immediately. Lillian is now a serious dealer
in beans, rents a big store where she has at least 40 bags
of beans, and supplies to four schools. She is an advisor to
other women and has maintained her children in school
for 3 years now. She and the children now live in their
own home which she is still building but is habitable. She
has influenced two other women to join the group. Lillian
says she has mostly benefitted from counseling from other
women, NAWOU trainings in marketing, value- addition,
cooperatives, book keeping, and weekly savings. She
knows she would never be where she is now without the
group, and that her business would never grow to where
it is without NAWOU empowering them in the group.
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Capacity building of women’s
groups paying off

A participant makes a presentation during a capacity building session in Luweero.

NAWOU engages women at the grassroots through women-led District Networks. The networks comprise
of women-led Community Based Organizations and Faith Based Organizations charged with reaching out to
women within their communities on a raft of issues. For the district networks to ably engage the women, their
governance and leadership systems have to strengthened, and expertise and knowledge on a number of issues
affecting women imparted. Some of the key areas where capacity has been built include adult literacy, improved
farming methods, marketing products, booking keeping, accountability, and governance within the Village
Savings and Loans Association and other group structures. like cooperatives. This has enabled the groups to
review their constitutions, elect leaders, and built their confidence to vie for political leadership. The results
from these trainings are already visible.
Ruth says she joined Bukolwa Women’s group because she wanted to start saving her income. However the
group had many problems. It was disorganized, had no clear development agenda, and was beset by a lot of
bickering amongst members. Members were frustrated because much as they saved, they had no one to guide
them on how to invest their money and grow it. When NAWOU started mentoring the group, the leadership
got their act together, registered the group and formalized its operations and meetings. They were trained in
business skills and marketing, and soon started working very hard. Ruth applied the skills she learned from the
trainings to start a piggery business. She is now one of the best known piggery farmers and says she now has
almost everything she needs in the house, keeps her children in school, and has a happy marriage
NAWOU: For a stronger women’s movement in Uganda
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Status, dignity
and confidence
follow women as
income increases
Studies show that women gain a
degree of status, self-respect and
confidence when their economic
status improves. When they
can make economic decisions
and their income improves, the
community tends to look at
them as more responsible. In
this way they gain clout to make
decisions about other issues
within the community. Nelson
Mandela once said that no true
freedom exists as long as poverty
persists. When people can only
think about putting food in their
bellies, they do not have much
choice over what kind of work
they can do to get some food.
They care even less about their
appearances or whether their
rights like education are being
abused, as Beatrice can attest.
Mackline now exhudes confidence because she has more
income to take care of her needs.

“From the savings, I have been able
to buy a bed, mattress, cups, glasses
and a cupboard. Now when I get
a visitor, I can also serve a drink in
a glass. That makes me happy. My
husband now respects me and loves
me more. When my children are sick, I
don’t have to call him, I take them to
the hospital.”Mackline Kyarisiima, 37
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Much as Beatrice was disabled,
she was still able to fend for
herself and her orphaned
grandchildren. This ended when
she got complications from a
caesarian section, and could do
very little work that involved
bending.
Beatrice gradually
became more destitute and
isolated. Already widowed,
these circumstances almost
pushed her over the edge.
After NAWOU’s interventions
however, she has seen herself
transformed from beggar to
respectable business woman,
and is no longer stigmatized by
other people, and they talk to
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her with respect. She also has 2 cows and
some pigs, and more than 20 chickens.
She has become more deliberate and
focused to make money through viable
farming activities. Her customers are
willing to pay higher for the better
products. Beatrice’s grandchildren are
in school and she has no debt. She is
able to save every week, and invest all
she borrows, get medical care for her
grandchildren, buy what is needed at
home and pay the people who help her
in the gardens. She also says that she is
now a snappy dresser and many people
believe she is at least 15 years younger
than she actually is.
Similarly, Jessica, a member of
Kyalugondo Women’s Development
Group in Katikamu, says she has now
won her husband’s respect and support
because she is more economically stable.
She is able to contribute to the children’s
school fees, and has bought furniture,
mattresses, kitchen utensils, cemented
the house, and also dresses much
better than before. Jessica is also more
confident now as she is frequently asked
to speak about her group in subcounty
meetings. She is also able to answer
questions and feels that she is able to
give advice to many women and leaders
who want their homes to be progressive.
Mackline Kyarisiima’s story is not too
different. The 37 year old mother of four
from RIO Women’s Group says, “Earlier,
my situation was very poor; I could not
access essential items a woman wishes
for in a home. I even feared to go about
in public because I had no appropriate
clothes. I wished to be like other women
who had nice hair. From the savings, I
have been able to buy a bed, mattress,
cups, glasses and a cupboard. Now when
I get a visitor, I can also serve a drink in
a glass; that makes me happy.” Kyarisima
was also able to buy a motorcycle and
use it for boda-boda transport business.
Every week it brings in 50,000 shillings.
She says, “My husband now respects me
and loves me more. When my children
are sick, I don’t have to call him, I take
them to the hospital.”

Adult literacy
a gateway
to economic
independence
According to the 2011 Uganda Demographic Health
Survey, only 64% of women aged 15-49 in Uganda
are literate compared to 78% for men. Because many
women cannot read or count, they are effectively
shut out of many activities which require numeracy
and literacy skills. They are also more often than
not duped by unscrupulous business dealers. Jane,
a widow with 11 children, always felt the challenges
of illiteracy. She joined Twekulakulanye women’s
group in Kalagala because she was desperate for
money to keep her children in school. She had land
and used to grow sweet potatoes, maize, beans, and
cabbage for subsistence consumption. This was not
even enough to feed the family. Her self-esteem was
extremely low because she had a had a low level of
education and was illiterate. When she looked at
numbers, she could not figure out what they meant.
All she saw was a series of zeroes with no meaning.
Furthermore, since she had never interacted much
with people outside her community, she always felt
self-conscious. Before NAWOU, she had no targets
and used to grow crops arbitrarily without calculating
how much she was investing in and whether she was
making any profit
Jane now makes a monthly budget and knows the
amount of money spent on in-puts. She is able to
tell whether a particular crop is profitable or not.
She has trained her children to grow crops using
improved farming methods and now gets bigger
bunches of matooke which fetch almost double the
money she was earning. She is attending literacy
classes to help her calculate money better and to
understand notices and labels.
Jane has made a presentation from their group
in the church and at the Sub County 3 times and
even having to answer questions. She owes all
this confidence to NAWOU who have empowered
her and taken her to places where she saw women
confidently speaking about their products.

NAWOU: For a stronger women’s movement in Uganda
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Peace and Security programme
The peace and security programme comprises of the Violence against Women and Girls (VAWG) Project
in Apac and Mubende districts funded by Womankind, and the Capacities of Women Organisations to
promote Gender Equality (CAWOGE) in Hoima funded by We Effect.

VAWG project snapshot

CAWOGE project snapshot

120 COMBATS trained
UGX 47,000,000
700 More than 700

community
members were
reached through
Village Savings
and Loans
Associations

7448

direct beneficiaries

4942

2506

180

local leaders
reached

UGX110,252,800
($31,500.8)

The amount of
money saved
by 25 women’s
groups in 2016

Largest amount of
money saved in
2016 by Take a Step
Women’s Group.

“CAWOGE has been the most practical project that has actually supported women groups in Hoima. We
have received several trainings, engaged in income generating activities and also received material things
like VSLA saving kits. In my own assessment, there has been great improvement in our understanding about
gender equality with many members responding to gender equality practices. For instance, our status as
women has improved ever since NAWOU started this project in our sub-county”. Chairperson Tugonzangane
Women’s Group in Bugambe Sub county, Hoima District.
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COMBATS are a force to reckon
with in fight against violence
Community Based Action Teams
popularly known as COMBATS
are community volunteers that
help to resolve issues of violence
against women and girls. Their
intervention in Stella’s case
helped save her marriage and
turn her life around.
Stella Aruku comes from Inomo
Sub-county and belongs to
Techwa Women’s Group. She is
32 years of age and she has 3
children. She got married to a 62
year old man. Since he was much
older than her his decisions
were not up for debate. They
cohabited for 15 years. He would
beat her severely whenever he
felt like for no justifiable reason.
He was possessive and never
allowed her in public spaces
and did not want her to look
good because he thought she
would attract other men. She
could not socialize with others
and had no single friend in my
life. Her husband preferred to
have girls because he felt that
they would bring him dowry.
Unfortunately for Stella, she had
only one girl and two boys. Her
husband took out his frustration
on his boy children. Later on
Stella discovered that she and
her husband were HIV positive.
The situation in the home was
worsened by this discovery.
Any remaining happiness was
snuffed out. Her husband started
drinking heavily and did not
want to attend church in his life.

‘My husband is no
longer a drunkard.
My home is now
a bed of roses.
The man who
never used to
care how I lived
or looked like has
now changed.
He even bought
me six gomesi
(traditional attire)
within a very short
period of time.”

she attained with her neighbors.
She would refer cases of violence
to COMBATS in her group. After
some time, her husband begun
to realize the kind of work she
was doing in the community and
supported her. Her husband
later allowed COMBATS. They
counseled by the couple. Stella
says; “My home is now a center
of counseling for others and
my husband is always there
to provide relevant support to
victims in my absence.”
In 2015 her husband started
the process of formalizing their
marriage having cohabited for
a long time. Their wedding took
place in 2017. Stella says, “He is
no longer a drunkard. My home
is now a bed of roses. The man
who never used to care how
I lived or looked like has now
changed. For example he bought
me six gomesi (traditional attire)
within a very short period of
time. We plan jointly and make
decisions together.He started
attending church in is now the
chairperson of a committee
in church. Our children now
live in peace, currently we are
constructing a better house for
our family to live in.”

In 2014, Stella was encouraged by
her the Techwa Women’s Group
Chairperson to join the group.
Stella started attending trainings
and would share the knowledge
NAWOU: For a stronger women’s movement in Uganda
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My most
significant change
is to see that my
husband now
respects me. When
I got money, my
husband started
to respect me
again, he has
given me a plot in
the trading center
and I am free to
do with it what
I please. I plan
to build rooms
for rent. Another
big change is
that my son who
had dropped
out of school
is now back to
school.-- Margaret
Babyesize, 67
year old mother
of 10 children
from Tweyombeke
women’s group in
Bugambe, Hoima
district.
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Assumpta can laugh again because other women helped her overcome
problems in her marriage.

My children have a
mother once again
because other women
supported me
My name is Asumpta Arinaitwe. I am 36 years old and a mother of 3
daughters. I am the second wife in a polygamous marriage.
I became a member of Agali’Awamu Women’s Group when I was
already married. Later I got a disagreement with about land with my
husband. I had been living on this land with my children, but then
my husband wanted to send me away and give the land to the other
woman yet we had worked for it together. When this happened I went
and reported to the village Local Council 1 but they did not get help,
so I proceeded to LC3.
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It has been observed that there is a
general change in the way women
perceive themselves as a result
of economic empowerment. Their
wellbeing improved, self-esteem
is higher and their confidence to
participate in leadership has been
enhanced. “through CAWOGE, we have
been empowered to be self-reliant
as women through the VSLAs. Though
some men are part of us, the women
have taken the lead in these groups.
We are now able to sustain our homes,
engage in profit making activities and
also save money for other social needs.
For instance, as the Tuyambagane/
Tumwikyagane Women Group in
Kyangwali, we are able to save over
Ugx. 6,000,000 every 20 months out of
the members which include the interest
accrued from the savings”—Excerpt
from CAWOGE project annual report

During that time, some people
would wonder and say, “That
woman belongs to a NAWOU
group which handles cases of
violence and yet she is also
suffering the same problem.
Why can’t they help her?” I really
felt bad about that. I decided to
consult my fellow women about
my problem. The women who
are part of the COMOBATS came
home and we sat in a meeting.
By this time my husband and
I had already separated as we
used to shout at each other all

the time.
When we sat down with him, the
women talked to him, explaining
that it is very important for
me and the children to have a
home and land for livelihood.
My husband agreed with their
thoughts and apportioned me
a part of the land. The women
talked to me about peacefully
resolving conflicts with my
husband. They helped me find a
solution to my problem free of
charge. The women also helped

me fundraise UGX 22,000 that I
needed to have the LC1 Chairman
hear my case and the 50,000
for the LC3. I am happy that we
support each other when our
members have problems.
The land apportioned to me is
about 4 acres. I am now able to
farm and provide for children. I
appeal to other women who get
problems like I experienced to
come out and speak to NAWOU
and get help. Our sisters are
ready to help at no charge.

NAWOU: For a stronger women’s movement in Uganda
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I had a miscarriage because
of violence and now use Music
Dance and Drama to stop it
My name is Norah Amolo. I am 50 years old
and have 8 children. I lived in misery for a long
time. Before I heard about NAWOU my home
was a battleground every day. Every time I
got pregnant, my husband’s affection would
deteriorate drastically. Life during pregnancy
was always the worst. I had a miscarriage during
my last pregnancy because my husband was
violent towards me. Back then, he could not
share household property with me. All financial
decisions were made by him. He would sell all
produce we had worked for together without my
consent. By the time I had had three children,
our home was divided into two; mother’s and
father’s house. Many times, I attempted to
report the matter to the clan leader and Local
Council. However, they never helped me at any
point in time.
In 2012 I joined NAWOU’s group initiatives
and was trained with other group members on
Gender Based Violence. I also became a member
of the music dance and drama team. Later I was
selected as a COMBAT. I then asked the COMBAT
team to visit my home to meet with my husband
and other family members. They held counseling
sessions for us and they kept coming back to talk
to us until my husband changed his attitude and
behavior. Our home was reconciled and became
peaceful. My children started attending school.
Lately, my husband has been working tirelessly
to find money for my medical review and for

“Because of music dance
and drama, my home is
now a counseling center
for victims of Gender Based
Violence. I am now a role
model to others in the
community and I try to live an
exemplary life.”
treatment of scars that I sustained during our days
of conflict and fighting.
Because of music dance and drama, my home is
now a counseling center for victims of Gender
Based Violence. I am now a role model to others in
the community and I try to live an exemplary life.
I have been able to sustain and maintain my
marriage. The change in attitude gave me chance
to groom and nurture my children. They are now
recognized and respected citizens because they go
to school. Most importantly, I am still alive. With
the oppression and torture I went through, I would
be dead by now. NAWOU has surely saved my
life. What I desire is for NAWOU to build training
centers and shelters where GBV victims can be
counseled and kept safe from further violence.

“In our group for example many women have gained
confidence to stand up against mistreatment by men, we are
able protect fellow women and ensure that the girl child goes
to school. We have seen GBV cases reduce; men have started
respecting us and have even started consulting us when
making family decisions.” Woman from Kyangwali Women’s
Group in Hoima
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THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF WOMEN’S ORGANIZATIONS
IN UGANDA (NAWOU)
Plot 1 Perryman Gardens, Bakuli Old Kampala - off Hoima Rd
P.O. Box 1663, Kampala - Uganda
Tel:
+256 414 258 463
Email: nawou@nawouganda.org
www.nawouganda.org
National Association of Women’s Organisations in Uganda
@Nawouga
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